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Company: BSI Lifestyle

Location: Dubai

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Are you ready to turn dreams into reality We're seeking passionate individuals to join

our dynamic team as Russian speaking driver in Dubai, UAE (full time) as part of transportation

department expansion.

At BSI Lifestyle, we're not just about travel – our mission is creating unforgettable

travel experiences that help our clients fulfil their dreams and aspirations as well as adding a

touch of magic to their everyday life. As proud members of Virtuoso, and with a global network

of partners, we deliver dedicated support in every facet of travel arrangements, and

ensure seamless journeys tailored to our clients' desires.

About Us:

BSI Lifestyle is an international luxury travel concierge service with a head office in

London.

We create tailor-made travel experiences and provide personalized lifestyle assistance.

From planning dream getaways to handling everyday tasks, we're on a mission to make life

smoother and more enjoyable for our members.

Your responsibilities:

-         Driving passengers from pick up to drop off locations

-         Delivering excellent customer service to all passengers

-         Drive safely and attentively when transporting passengers
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-         Assist in carrying passenger luggage

-         Ensure the company vehicle is maintained effectively

-         Proactively report any issues with the company vehicle

-         Act as brand ambassador for the company

Qualifications:

-         At least 2 years driving experience in Dubai on luxury vehicles

-         CAT 3 Drivers License

-         Excellent communication skills

-         Excellent customer service skills

-         Good understanding of Dubai roads and locations

-         Clean driving history

Benefits:

•        Become a part of a passionate team.

•        Opportunities for growth and professional development.

•        Competitive compensation with performance-based incentives.

Ready to Join

If you're excited about transforming travel dreams and enhancing lifestyles, we want to

hear from you. Let's work together to create exceptional moments that last a lifetime.

You can send your cv as well directly to [HIDDEN TEXT]

Location: Dubai

Type:  Full-Time, Actual Working Hours are established in accordance with the operational

requirements of the company.
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